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A crystalline Raman laser is pumped at 90° to the Raman laser axis by a single pass from a line-focused 532 nm pump
laser of pulse duration 10 ns. The Raman laser threshold was 6:1 mJ, and at 12 mJ pump energy, a maximum output
energy of 2:7 mJwas obtained with a slope efficiency of 46%. The threshold pump intensity is within a factor of 2 of
the same device when end-pumped. The results highlight significant potential for coherent beam conversion and
combination with enhanced degrees of flexibility and increased power. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 140.3550, 140.3580, 140.7300, 190.5890, 190.2640, 190.5650.

Optical pumping of lasers in directions noncollinear to
the laser axis is an established method for increasing out-
put power and design flexibility that has been widely ap-
plied to many lasers, such as rare-earth-doped crystal
lasers and dye lasers. For these lasers that rely on a po-
pulation inversion for laser gain, the absorption depth of
pump light and the resonator laser mode dimensions
must be carefully engineered to ensure adequate energy
conversion into the output beam. In contrast, energy
transfer in Raman lasers is principally determined by
the overlap of pump intensity with the laser mode, thus
providing fundamentally different design freedoms and
opportunities.
Despite the demonstration [1] of a transverse-pumped

Raman laser in nitrobenzene liquid soon after the discov-
ery of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), investigation
of practical non-end-pumped Raman lasers has been very
limited. Off-axis pumping of gaseous Raman lasers and
amplifiers by excimer lasers has been studied in some
detail (e.g., [2]) for small angles (<1°) between the pump
and Stokes output beams. Raman crystals have the ad-
vantage of much higher gain in approximate proportion
to the higher density of scattering centers, in addition to
all-solid-state compatibility. Parasitic transverse SRS has
been observed in a large-aperture, high-intensity laser
system [3,4]. Multipass perpendicularly pumped Raman
lasers, in which a Raman crystal is placed inside the cav-
ity of a Q-switched Nd laser, have also been reported
[5,6], but only very few details of these studies are
available.
Further progress in side-pumped solid-state Raman la-

sers is needed to address several current technical chal-
lenges. Since the absorption depth of Raman media at the
pump wavelength is generally very much longer than for
inversion lasers, multiaxis pumping is straightforward for
an arbitrary crystal shape and dimension, providing a
promising approach to coherent beam combination
[1,7]. Side pumping also provides an alternative that
may enable efficient operation in cases where end pump-
ing is problematic owing to end-mirror coating con-
straints or the longer optical path through the medium.
For example, diamond Raman lasers [8] are promising
sources in the long-wave IR, yet they suffer from the pro-
blem of multiphonon absorption at the pumpwavelength.
A transverse configuration will reduce pump absorption
by as much as the ratio of the beam diameter to the
Raman material length. To date, laser gain and conver-
sion efficiency of crystalline Raman lasers that involve

noncollinear Raman scattering have not been investi-
gated in detail and are not well understood. The present
availability of high-gain and high-damage-threshold crys-
talline Raman materials such as the monoclinic tung-
states, tetragonal tungstates, and synthetic diamond
provides an interesting opportunity to explore these
systems.

Here we investigate a KGdðWO4Þ2 Raman laser
pumped by single pass perpendicular to the resonator
axis. By comparing the performance with the same laser
end-pumped, it is shown that the threshold pump inten-
sities are within a factor of 2 and have similar slope
efficiencies.

Although the theory underpinning gain and threshold
for SRS was established during the 1960s, there are few
detailed treatments of SRS in crystals that deal explicitly
with scattering geometry and the associated dynamics of
the vibrational wave. Shen and Bloembergen [9] specifi-
cally investigated SRS as a function of the optical phonon
wavevector. The problem is adequately dealt with classi-
cally, since the interaction involves a large ensemble of
photons. For near-threshold behavior, the depletion of
pump field Ep can be neglected, and it is also assumed
that most vibrational centers are in the ground state
so that the anti-Stokes wave can be neglected. Coupled
equations for the Stokes field Es ∼ exp½iðks:r − ωstÞ� and
vibrational waves Qν ∼ exp½iðkν:r − ωνtÞ� were obtained
using a Lagrangian method
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where Qν is the relative displacement of nuclear posi-
tions normalized by the

pð2ρÞ, where ρ is the reduced
mass density, εs is the permittivity of free space of the
Stokes wave, and c is the speed of light. The β2 term al-
lows for the propagation of crystal momentum where
β ≪ ω0=kν is equal to the acoustic phonon speed in the
Raman medium. The equations describe a damped har-
monic vibration with the driving term Ep⋅Es and Max-
well’s equation for the Stokes field with the driving
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term Qν⋅Ep, respectively. The damping constant for the
vibrational wave is Γ (¼ 1=T2 where T2 is the phonon
dephasing time). The strength of the Raman coupling
is N⋅dα=dQν, where α is the optical polarizability tensor
and N is the number density of scattering centers, and is
related to the steady-state Raman gain coefficient by
gs ¼ 2πω2

sðN⋅dα=dqÞ2=c2ksωνΓ. Conservation of energy
requires ωp ¼ ωs þ ων.
From Eqs. (1) and (2), it is seen that the phonon–

photon coupling strength is independent of the propaga-
tion and depends only on pump and Stokes polarization
and the properties of α. The only directional dependence
comes from the requirement for momentum conserva-
tion (kp ¼ ks þ kν). For 90° scattering, the magnitude
of the phonon wavevector is between those seen for for-
ward and backward scattering, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
However, it is almost always generally assumed that
the phonon wavevector is very small compared to the
Brillioun zone boundary, which is a regime where pho-
non dispersion is low. For the example of Raman back-
scattering at visible wavelengths, kν is the order of
105 cm−1, or approximately 1% of the zone boundary.
As a result, the variation in the resonant frequency of
the optical phonon ω0

ν ¼ ðω2
0 − β2⋅k2νÞ0:5 (see, e.g., [10])

is negligible and phonons of frequency within the Raman
linewidth can be generated in momentum-conserving in-
teractions independent of the scattering direction. It has
also been suggested that Γ is dependent on the phonon
wavevector magnitude [9], in which case Raman gain
would be affected in the steady-state regime. The author
is unaware of any evidence for significant Γ dependence
on kν, and the effect is assumed negligible. Thus it is con-

cluded that the Raman gain is, to first order, independent
of scattering geometry.

The apparatus for the transverse pump Raman laser is
depicted in Fig. 1(b). A 1:0 cm high × 1:0 cm wide ×
2:5 cm long rectangular KGdðWO4Þ2 prism was placed
in a stable resonator of length 3:4 cm. The end facets
were antireflection coated at the Stokes wavelengths,
whereas the front and back pump faces were uncoated
(the input energy data presented herein factor in the
front face Fresnel loss). The crystal was aligned so that
the Nm crystallo-optic axis was approximately parallel to
the pump beam polarization to provide maximum dα=dQ
for the 901 cm−1 Raman mode. The resonator consisted
of a broadband high reflector 530–650 nm and an output
coupler highly reflecting at the first Stokes (559 nm) and
70% transmitting at the 589 nm second Stokes output
wavelength (both having radii of curvature 20 cm).
The 532 nm pump beam was TEM00 mode of pulse dura-
tion 8 ns and had a measured M2 beam-quality factor of
approximately 1.5. The 0:6 cm diameter output beamwas
expanded in the horizontal direction using a 10× cylind-
rical telescope. The wings of the pump stripe were
clipped using an aperture so that only the central portion
of the pump beam is used and that the pump beam illu-
minates only the central 90% of the crystal length. Clip-
ping ensured that, for the range of pump energies used,
the thresholds for crystal damage were not exceeded for
the end corners of the prism and the bulk at the most
intense region of the line focus. The line focus was
formed in the crystal by focusing in the vertical direction
using a 4:1 cm focal length cylindrical lens. The length of
the pump stripe in the crystal was 2:2 cm. Based on the
known beam parameters for the pump, the calculated
vertical waist minor radius and Rayleigh range were
5 μm and 100 μm, respectively.

To contrast performance with an end-pumped config-
uration, the high reflector was exchanged with a dichroic
input coupler 92% transmitting at 532 nm and highly re-
flective at the Stokes wavelengths. The pump beam was
focused into the crystal with an f ¼ 50 cm spherical lens
[see Fig. 1(c)] to provide a waist radius and Rayleigh
range of approximately 55 μm and 3:5 cm, respectively.

The side-pumped Raman laser was investigated for
pump energies up to 12 mJ. The Raman resonator was
aligned by using the amplified spontaneous Raman scat-
tering observed in the plane of the pump beam when
pumping at high pulse energies. First, the high reflector
axis was aligned with the pump stripe by maximizing the
observed double pass first Stokes SRS signal. The output
coupler was then put in place and aligned to maximize
second Stokes laser output. Energy conversion of the
aligned Raman laser is shown in Fig. 2. The pump thresh-
old for output was 6:2 mJ as defined by the linear fit for
pump energies >6:5 mJ. In comparison, the energy
threshold for end pumping is 0:16 mJ, or 39 times lower
than side-pumped.

The pump intensities at threshold allow the Raman
gain coefficients for end and side pumping to be com-
pared. The growth in the Stokes intensity near thres-
hold is given by dIs ¼ Is⋅ðgs⋅IpðzÞ − LÞ⋅dz in each case
where the round-trip loss coefficient L is assumed to
be fixed. Thus at the measured threshold, the deduced
gain coefficient is inversely proportional to the integral

Fig. 1. (a) Phase-matching diagrams showing the range of kν
vector magnitudes and directions for forward, backward, and
90° scattering. Schematic of the (b) side-pumped and (c)
end-pumped Raman lasers.
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of IpðzÞ per pass through the crystal. The
R
IpðzÞ⋅dz val-

ues at threshold are similar to each other within a factor
of 2, as shown in Table 1 along with the parameters used
to calculate them. The departure from parity expected
from theory may be attributed to the invalidity of as-
sumed mode overlap between pump and resonator mode
volumes and effects arising from the presence of multiple
longitudinal modes in the pump laser. For the side-
pumped laser, it should also be noted that the far-field
output beam profile is highly asymmetric (M2

x=

M2
y ∼ 750, with M2

y ¼ 1:8 where x is the pump direction),
which suggests that the seeding of Stokes modes is sub-
stantially different to the end-pumped case (for which
M2

x;y < 1:5).
The transverse Raman laser output energy scales lin-

early with pump energy with slope 46%, slightly lower
than for the end-pumped system (53%). At maximum

pump energy the conversion efficiency is 22%, which
is more than 100 times more efficient than the previous
single-pass side-pumped demonstration for nitrobenzene
[1]. Future work at higher pump energies and with im-
proved mode control of the pump beam is expected to
enable much higher conversion efficiencies and ap-
proach the maximum values seen from end-pumped
lasers, i.e., (>50%, e.g., [11,8]). Operation using unstable
resonators, or use as power amplifiers, are also interest-
ing directions of further study to achieve high brightness
output. The results foreshadow development of a range
of efficient coherent beam combiners and novel Raman
laser systems.

The author is grateful to H. Rhee and H.-J. Eichler of
the Technical University of Berlin for interesting discus-
sions on this topic and acknowledges the support of an
Australian Research Council Future Fellowship
(FT0990622).
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Fig. 2. Output energy as a function of the pump energy trans-
mitted by the pump face of the crystal for the side-pumped and
end-pumped (inset) configurations.

Table 1. Comparison of Threshold Parameters for
Side- and End-Pumped Systems

Side-Pumped End-Pumped

Pulse energy [mJ] 6.2 0.12
Waist dimensions [mm] 0:01 ðwÞ × 22ðlÞ 0.055 radius
Power density [GW=cm2] 0.36 0.16R
Ip⋅dz [GW/cm] 0.76 0.39
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